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HISTORY, POLITICAL SCIENCE, AND ENGLISH LITERATURE.

A fifth Moderatorship has been established at the Degree Examination, to include History, Jurisprudence, Political Economy, and a selected Course of English Literature; and the following Course has been appointed:

**Political Economy.** As in third year, with the addition of Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations, Books I, II, III, IV.

**Jurisprudence.** Selections from Stephens’ Commentaries on Blackstone, Smith on Contracts.

**History.** The Honor Course of History for the third year, as before. History of France, to the year 1789. Books recommended. — Sismondi’s Precis de l’Histoire des Français; Guizot sur la Civilisation; Hallam’s Middle Ages; Stephens’ Lectures on the History of France.

**English Language and Literature.** Books recommended. — Hallam’s Literary History of Europe, the portions relating to English Literature; Latham’s "English Language" (4th Edition), Part I, chaps. I-IV, and xxiv-xxx, all inclusive; Parts V, VI, VII: Trench “On the Study of Words,” and “English, Past and Present.”

N. B. — Candidates will be expected to exhibit a general acquaintance with the works of the Classical English Authors. Their attention is particularly directed to Shakespeare, Milton, Dryden, and Pope, amongst the Poets; and in the Prose Literature, to the Essays of Bacon, and the principal writings of Addison, Swift, and Johnson.

UNDERGRADUATE LECTURES.

Students residing within the College, or such distance as renders attendance practicable, are required to attend either the **Honor Lectures** or the **Tutors’ Lectures**.

Students seeking credit for a Term by Lectures must, at the commencement of such Term, duly register with the Clerk of the Books their places of residence for that Term, and during Term notify a change of residence; if this rule be not observed, credit for the Term cannot be allowed.

The Science Sublecturers lecture the Candidates for Science Honors, or such other Classes as the Senior Lecturer may appoint, every day during Term, except Saturday.

The Classical Sublecturers lecture the Candidates for Classical Honors on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, in Greek; and Tuesday and Thursday in Latin. On Saturday the Students are required to bring a Theme, or composition in Greek, Latin, or English, on a subject previously proposed by the Lecturer; and for merit or proficiency in these Compositions premiums are given by the Board, on the recommendation of the Lecturer.

**Tutors’ Lectures.** — Every Student must place himself, at Entrance, under the Tuition of one of the Junior Fellows who are Tutors. The Tutors’ Lectures are delivered on the following subjects:

- **Mathematics**, for the Junior and Senior Freshmen Classes.
- **Logic and Metaphysics**, for Senior Freshmen.
- **Mathematical Physics**, for Junior Sophisters.
- **Experimental Physics**, for Junior and Senior Sophisters.
- **History and Political Economy**, for Junior Sophisters.
- **Ethics**, for Senior Sophisters.
- **Classics**, for the four Undergraduate Classes.

The three Junior Classes are lectured alternately in Greek and Latin every day during Term. The Senior Sophisters are lectured in Greek only, on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, at nine o’clock, in order to allow such Divinity and other Students of that Class as may desire it, an opportunity of attending Hebrew Lectures on the intervening Tuesdays and Thursdays, at the same hour.

Senior Sophisters attending Classical Lectures are obliged to bring Compositions on Saturdays.

**Hebrew Lectures.** — By a recent order of the Board, all Undergraduate Students are now permitted to attend Hebrew Lectures. These Lectures are delivered on Tuesdays and Thursdays, at nine
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### 1855
1. Drummond, James.
2. Murphy, Henry, schol.
3. Blane, John James, schol.

### 1856
1. Tyrrell, William, schol.
2. Bisset, Michael Lloyd, schol.

### In Ethics and Logic.
2. Shebbe, James H.
3. Mr. Peel, James.

1833—1. Davis, John, schol.
2. Hughes, John Gwyther.
3. Ball, John, schol.

1836—1. Walsh, John, schol.
2. Tuttle, David, Chalmers.

3. Lawrence, J. Anthony, schol.
4. Wade, Benjamin, schol.
5. Mr. Galvany, Thomas M.

1838—1. Dublin, Conynou.

2. Irwin, George.
3. Colburn, Gravas.

2. Elliott, John.
3. Purcell, Edward.

1841—1. Moore, James, schol.
3. Milligan, Frederick W., schol.
4. Wickham, Thomas, schol.
5. Reeves, James Morgan.
7. Mcnee, John, schol.

### In Experimental Physics.

1854—1. Wynn, Albert.

1858—1. Scott, Robert H., schol.
3. Crofton, Edward.

### In History, Political Science, and English Literature.
1855—1. Peacocke, Joseph P.
2. Walker, Bolton J.

---

* Late Professor of Mental Philosophy, 1855.

* Professor of Political Economy, 1855.

* M. P. for On Kellar.